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Abstract

It is well known that bisimulation onµ-expressions cannot be finitely axiomatised in equational
logic. Complete axiomatisations such as those of Milner andBloom/Ésik necessarily involve im-
plicational rules. However, both systems rely on features beyond pure equational Horn logic: ei-
ther rules that are impure by involving non-equational side-conditions, or rules that are schemat-
ically infinitary like the congruence rule which is not Horn.It is an open question whether these
complications cannot be avoided in the proof-theoretically and computationally clean and pow-
erful setting of second-order equational Horn logic.

This article presents a positive and a negative result regarding the axiomatisability of ob-
servational congruence in equational Horn logic. Firstly,we show how Milner’s impure rule
system can be reworked into a pure Horn axiomatisation that is complete for guarded processes.
Secondly, we prove that for unguarded processes, both Milner’s unique fixed point rule and
Bloom/Ésik’s GA rule are incomplete without the congruence rule, and neither system has a
complete extension in rank 1 equational axioms. It remains open whether there are higher-rank
equational axioms or other Horn rules which would render Milner’s or Bloom/Ésik’s axiomati-
sations complete.
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1. Introduction

The existence and nonexistence of equational axiomatisations of behavioural equivalences in
process algebra has received significant interest in the literature. Most work is concerned with
finite processesandequational axiomatisationsfor a range of operators such as for parallel com-
position [2, 31, 32] and priority [1], and for behavioural semantics such as simulation equivalence
[13]. The focus on finite processes is natural since many behavioural relations cannot be finitely
axiomatised in the presence of recursion. This has long beenknown for regular expressions [15]
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and has been shown to apply toµ-expressions as well [12, 36]. Except for special and not very
well understood situations for bisimulation in the language of ∗-expressions [5, 16, 21, 22, 23],
pure equational theories appear to be inadequate for recursive processes.

Thus, a more powerful setting is needed in order to study the relative proof-theoretic com-
plexities of theories for regular processes. A suitable andquite natural setting is provided by
(second-order) equational Horn logic[33]. Indeed, all known complete axiomatisations for be-
havioural equivalences on both∗-expressions andµ-expressions involveconditional equations;
e.g., these are:

• [26, 34] for∗-expressions and trace equivalence, generalised to iteration theories (†-expr-
essions) by [17];

• Milner’s axiomatisation of strong bisimulation for finite stateµ-processes [28] and Bloom/-
Ésik’s abstract generalisation [10, 19];

• Axiomatisations ofobservational congruenceby [9] and [30];

• Van Glabbeek’s axiomatisation of branching bisimulation [38];

• The many axiomatisations of bisimulation-style equivalences in timed process algebras
such as [4, 7, 14], just to name a few.

Looking at these in detail, however, reveals that they are not strictly Horn theories because they
depend on the congruence rule for recursion (cf. ruleC4 below) which is not Horn, and they are
not pure because rules have guardedness side conditions (cf. ruleR2 below).

C4
E = F

µx.E = µx. F
R2

F = E{F/x}
µx.E = F

x guarded inE

To see that ruleC4 is not Horn, consider the soundness ofC4 which logically corresponds to
the formula (∀x.E = F) ⊃ µx.E = µx. F, where ‘µ’ is the recursion operator. This formula is not
Horn since the precondition of the implication is universally quantified; in [19], this is called an
implication between equations. The Horn interpretation ofC4 would be∀x. (E = F ⊃ µx.E =
µx. F) which is unsound. Take for exampleE ≡ a.x andF ≡ a.0 where ‘a.’ is the standard action
prefix operator and0 the (inactive) nil process. Then, the equationE{0/x} = F{0/x} is sound,
but the recursive processµx. a.x is not bisimilar toµx. a.0. In the Horn theory of closed terms,
rule C4 is only admissiblein the sense that, if all closed instantiations ofE = F are derivable,
then all closed instantiations ofµx.E = µx. F are derivable, too. But this rule is infinitary and
not expressible in Horn form.

Interestingly, pure Horn axiomatisations have been found for some semantics such as trace
equivalence or simulation equivalence, which admit cpo-style denotational models so that re-
cursion can be characterised as a least pre-fixed point. Specifically, [26] introduced a pure Horn
system for trace inclusion on∗-expressions which was later generalised toµ-expressions by [17].
Also, [18] presented a pure Horn axiomatisation of simulation-preorder forµ-expressions. How-
ever, bisimulation-style equivalences are not cpo-based.This leads us to the following – in our
opinion – key open problem:

Can bisimulation for finite–stateµ-expressions be axiomatised in pure equational
Horn logic?
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The answer to this question relates to the issue of guardedness. On the face of it,C4 appears to
be necessary to prove equalities between recursive processes. Consider processesp=df µx. (α.x+
β.x) andq=df µx. (β.x+ α.x), where ‘+’ denotes non-deterministic choice. The processesp and
q are bisimilar, and the equationp = q can be derived by first applying the commutativity law on
open termsα.x+β.x = β.x+α.x and then closing them under recursion usingC4. Interestingly, for
guarded processes, i.e., if bothα andβ are observable actions, the same is achieved withoutC4.
Using recursive unfolding and commutativity, one derivesp = α.p + β.p andq = α.q + β.q,
i.e., bothp andq provably satisfy the same guarded equation system. From there, by way of
rule R2, symmetry and transitivity of equality, one finally getsp = µx.(α.x + β.x) = q. Due
to this issue of unguardedness, the above question is particularly challenging forobservational
congruence[29].

The question’s importance lies in the fact that the Horn ruleformat is crucial for standard
automated reasoning based on Prolog-style SLD resolution.Moreover, the question is an inter-
esting one since, as we will show,

• Sewell’s axiomatisation, which is derived from work of Bloom andÉsik and is commonly
considered pure Horn, is in fact impure;

• Milner’s axiomatisation, which is commonly considered impure, is in fact pure Horn on
extensional1 processes, i.e., guardedness is equational;

• Milner and Sewell’s systems cannot be extended to pure Horn on all processes when using
only rank-1 equation schemes.

These insights constitute first steps in conquering new ground in Horn axiomatisations for bisim-
ulation-style behavioural equivalences.

As our first technical result, we provide an axiomatisation of observational congruence for
finite state processes which is in pure equational Horn form.This axiomatisation is an adaptation
of Milner’s proof system and interprets the underlying equality aspartial equivalencevia which
we may encode the side condition of ruleR2. Our axiom system is sound for all processes and
complete for guarded processes. Hence, the question remains whether this axiom system can be
extended to handle unguardedness.

As our second technical result, we show that no finite rank-1equationalextension of Milner’s
axiom system yields completeness for unguarded processes,not even when including the impure
ruleR2 or the pureGA-implicationrule of Bloom/Ésik [11] (as suggested in [35]). There are only
few negative results on process-algebraic axiomatisations in equational Horn logic reported in the
literature. It is known that, e.g., non-axiomatisability of parallel composition [3] or of priorities
[1] can be extended to conditional equations where the conditions are external predicates over
time or actions. Here we take this further and permit proper equations as conditions. Our negative
result can be generalised to rank 2 and provides a number of technical insights into the proof-
theoretic expressiveness of Horn logic for observational congruence. Specifically, we conjecture
that unguardedness onµ-expressions cannot be axiomatised in second-order equational Horn
logic of any rank.

Organisation. The article’s remainder is structured as follows. The next section formally intro-
duces our process language and the key terminology that is used throughout. Sec. 3 then recalls

1The notion of extensionality is defined in Sec. 4.
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Milner’s original axiomatisation of observational congruence which motivates our work. Our
first, positive result is presented in Sec. 4, while our negative result on eliminating unguarded-
ness in Horn theories is established in Sec. 5. The concluding section, Sec. 6, discusses these
results in the light of related work and points out open problems in the field. Some of the proofs
of our results cannot be presented in this special issue due to space constraints, but are included
in a technical report [27].

2. The Process LanguageµBCCSP2

This section introduces our process language and makes precise what we understand by a
second-order Horn axiomatisation. In particular, the language must be general enough to capture
not only the object-level syntax of processes but also the meta-level syntax of schemes and rules
needed to formalise logic deduction.2 Our languageµBCCSP2 is an extension of BCCSP [37]
by recursion and schematic variables. It corresponds to thesecond-order fragmentT2 of [36].

2.1. Second-order Syntax

The second-order language of (schematic, context)µ-expressions, orexpressionsfor short, is
defined by

F ::= x(F1, F2, . . . , Fn) | $k | 0 | α.F | F1 + F2 | µx. F .

It includesvariables xand the usual process-algebraic operators ofprefixingα.F, summation
F1 + F2 andrecursionµx. F. Theprefixesα range over a denumerable set ofobservable actions
a0, a1, a2, . . . and the distinguishedsilent actionτ. The constant0 represents theinactiveprocess.
The expressions$k, for k ≥ 1, arecall-back constantswhich will be used to form contexts. We
let ≡ stand for the syntactic identity on expressions and denote the sub-expression relation byE,
i.e.,E E F if either E is a proper sub-expression ofF or if E ≡ F.

Example 2.1. The set of sub-expressions of F=df µx. ($1 + α.x) is

{E | E E F} = {$1, x, α.x, $1 + α.x, µx.($1 + α.x)}.

Every variablex has arankwhich specifies the number of parameters thatx must be instanti-
ated with to form a process. This is done in(context) applicationsof the formx(F1, F2, . . . , Fn),
whererank(x) = n. We assume that there is a countably infinite number of variables at every
rank. The variablex in x(F1, F2, . . . , Fn) stands for a context with uniquely identified syntactic
slots into which the expressionsFi , for 1≤ i ≤ n, are inserted. These slots are represented by the
call-back constants$1, $2, . . . , $n. Formally speaking, call-back constants are nothing but im-
plicitly bound and canonically named process variables. These would be represented as explicit
λ-abstractions in higher-order syntax like [36]. The resultof instantiating xin x(F1, F2, . . . , Fn)
by expressionF is written F[F1, F2, . . . , Fn] and obtained if each occurrence of$k in F is sub-
stituted byFk. Rank 0 variables are calledprocess variablesand all other variablesschematic
variables. For process variables we simply writex instead ofx(), and the instantiation ofx by F
is writtenF rather thanF[ ].

2Variable-binding operators require second-order matching in order to handle syntactic contexts such as the bodiesF
of recursive processesµx. F.
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Recursion is possible over process variables only, i.e., werequirerank(x) = 0 in any expres-
sionµx. F. The recursion operatorµx. F binds all occurrences ofx in F. There is no variable
binder for schematic variables. The notions offree andboundoccurrences of variables and of
guardednessof variables are as usual. In particular, a variablex is called guarded in an expres-
sion F, if all occurrences ofx in F are within the scope of anα-prefix with α , τ [29]. An
expressionF without free variables (of any rank) isclosed; otherwise it isopen.

By the variable rankof an expressionsF we mean the maximal rank of a free variable in
F. Since only variables of rank 0 may be bound, closed expressions do not contain variables
of rank≥ 1. We say thatF hascontext rank nif it does not contain call-back constants larger
than$n. Expressions of context rank 0 are calledprocess schemes, and those of higher rank are
calledcontexts. Thus, ifF has context rankn and allFi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are process schemes, then
F[F1, F2, . . . , Fn] is a process scheme. Process schemes without schematic variables, i.e., both
context rank and variable rank 0, are calledprocess terms. Process terms without free process
variables are calledprocess constants, or simplyprocesses. We useE, F, . . . to range over general
expressions,t, u, . . . to range over process terms, andp, q, . . . for process constants.

Example 2.2. The expression

F =df α.(x+ $1) + µy. ($2 + z(x, y, 0))

has context rank2 and variable rank3. Instantiating the callback constants$1 and$2 in F by
the process term t=dfα. x and process constant p=df β.0, respectively, yields the process scheme

F[ t, p ] ≡ α.(x+ α. x) + µy. (β.0 + z(x, y, 0)).

This scheme has the free process variable x and free schematic variable z. Because of the pres-
ence of rank3 variable z, expression F[ t, p ] is a proper process scheme as opposed to a process
term.

Besides the meta-level identityE ≡ F on expressions we consider formal equalitiesE = F
between process schemes, calledequation schemes. By therank of an equation schemeE = F
we understand the maximal variable rank ofE andF. As noted above, the rank of a variable
specifies the rank of the context expression by which it needsto be instantiated to generate a
process scheme.

An instantiationσ is a finite partial mapping from variables to expressions which is rank-
preserving, i.e., such that for any variablex in the domainof σ, expressionσ(x) is of rank
rank(x). If E is an expression with free variables inX andσ an instantiation with domainX, the
instantiation of E byσ, writtenσ(E), is obtained by recursively replacing each sub-expression
x(F1, F2, . . . , Fn) E E for x ∈ X byσ(x)[σ(F1), σ(F2), . . . , σ(Fn)].

Example 2.3. Let E be the process scheme E=df a. x+ µy.w(x+ 0, y, z) andσ the instantiation
defined by

σ(x) =df b. 0

σ(z) =df a. 0

σ(w) =df $2 + c. ($1 + $3).

Then,σ(E) ≡ a. b. 0 + µy. (y+ c. ((b. 0 + 0) + a. 0)).
5



TheµBCCSP2 language is general enough to express standard second-order axiom schemes
for µ-expressions. For example, schematic recursion unfoldingµx. t = t{µx. t/x} turns into a
single equationµx. z(x) = z(µx. z(x)).

Instantiation is a second-order operation and to be distinguished from the standard first-order
substitution E{F/x} in which variablex is replaced byF in a single recursive pass throughE.
Instantiations, in contrast to substitution, preserve well-formedness and rank. In particular, ifE
is a process scheme, thenσ(E) is again a process scheme.

Example 2.4. Let x and y be two variables of rank0 and1, respectively, and E=df x(y). Then,
the instantiationσ with σ(x)=df y + $1 andσ(y)=df 0 yieldsσ(E) ≡ σ(x(y)) ≡ σ(x)[σ(y)] ≡
(y + $1)[0] ≡ y + 0, while substitution E{y + $1/x, 0/y} would return(y + $1)(0) which is not
well-formed.

Preserving well-formedness is not enough for instantiations to be sensible in equational rea-
soning for recursive processes with variable binding. It must be ensured that, in the instantiation
σ(E) = σ(F) of an equationE = F, we do not inadvertently capture free process variables inside
E or F. An instantiationσ is calledfreefor E, if its applicationσ(E) avoids name capture of free
process variables, i.e., every occurrence of a free variable inσ(x) remains free after instantiation
into σ(E). We will use symbolθ to range over free instantiations. In practice, there are two
options to keep instantiations free. One is to require thatθ is closed, i.e., for all x in its domain,
θ(x) is closed. The other is to rename bound variables systematically, e.g., by taking expressions
up toα-conversion.

2.2. Operational Semantics and Observational Congruence
The semantics ofµBCCSP2 is the transition system induced by process constants as states and

where the action–labelled transition relation is inductively defined by the standard (schematic)
operational rules:

—

α. x
α
−→ x

x1
α
−→ y

x1 + x2
α
−→ y

x2
α
−→ y

x1 + x2
α
−→ y

z(µx. z(x))
α
−→ y

µx. z(x)
α
−→ y

in which x, y are process variables andzhas rank 1.
Based on the transition relation, the definition ofobservational equivalenceandobserva-

tional congruence[29] are the usual ones. Specifically,
ǫ
=⇒ stands for the reflexive and transitive

closure (
τ
−→)∗ of unobservable transitions, and a weakα transition

α
=⇒ denotes the composition

ǫ
=⇒ ◦

α
−→ ◦

ǫ
=⇒ which permits an arbitrary number of unobservable steps before and afterα.

Further, let ˆα=df α, if α , τ, and τ̂=df ǫ be the usual action abstraction. A symmetric binary
relationR on process constants is aweak bisimulation relationif

∀〈p, q〉 ∈ R. ∀α, p′. (p
α
−→ p′ implies∃q′. q

α̂
=⇒ q′ and〈p′, q′〉 ∈ R).

The largest such relation≈ is an equivalence and referred to asobservational equivalence. The
largest congruence≅ contained in≈, calledobservational congruence, is characterised by sym-
metry and the condition thatp ≅ q iff

∀α, p′. (p
α
−→ p′ implies∃q′. q

α
=⇒ q′ andp′ ≈ q′).

The relation≅ is lifted to process schemesE, F by universal abstraction:E ≅ F, if θ(E) ≅ θ(F)
for all closed instantiationsθ.
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2.3. Second-order Equational Horn Logic

If E andF are two well-formed process schemes, then formal equationsE = F are of second
order, also known ashyper-identities[12], due to the presence of schematic variables. A (pure)
second-order equational Horn system is a finite set ofHorn rules, i.e., rules of the form

E1 = F1 · · · En = Fn

E = F
, (1)

where theEi = Fi are referred to as the rule’spremisesandE = F as the rule’sconclusion. If
the rule has no premises, i.e.,n = 0, then it is anaxiom. Given a finite setA of Horn rules, we
say that an equation schemeG = H is derivable fromA, in symbolsA ⊢ G = H, if there exists
a finite sequence of equation schemesG0 = H0, G1 = H1, . . . , Gn = Hn such that (a)G ≡ Gn

andH ≡ Hn; and (b) every equationGi = Hi is derived by instantiating some Horn rule

E1 = F1 · · · Em = Fm

E = F

from A by way of a free instantiationθi such that (i)θi(E) ≡ Gi , θi(F) ≡ Hi and (ii) for all
1 ≤ s ≤ m, there exists an indexr < i satisfyingθi(Es) ≡ Gr andθi(Fs) ≡ Hr . Permitting
arbitrary free instantiations yields a rather general notion of deduction for Horn theories. In
particular, we can derive equationsA ⊢ t = u between open process terms. Sometimes we will
simply write⊢ t = u where the rulesA involved in the derivation are clear from the context.

Naturally, a theoryA is soundif A ⊢ G = H impliesG ≅ H, i.e.,θ(G) ≅ θ(H) for all closed
instantiationsθ. For this to hold true, each Horn rule (1) must bestrongly soundin the sense that

∀ closed instantiationsθ, if ∀i. θ(Ei) ≅ θ(Fi), thenθ(E) ≅ θ(F).

This interpretation of soundness, where the universal quantifier over the interpretation of free
variables covers the whole rule, is the definitive characteristic of Horn logic. It is important to
note that this is very different from requiring that validity ofEi ≅ Fi , for all i, implies validity of
E ≅ F, which would be saying that

∀ closedθ andi, θ(Ei) ≅ θ(Fi) implies that∀ closedθ. θ(E) ≅ θ(F).

This is a strictly weaker soundness criterion. The former and stronger Horn-style soundness is
the basis for the standard process of Prolog-style SLD resolution, which is known to be complete
for Horn theories and ground goals. On open goalsG = H, the backward proof search generates
closed solution instantiations through unification, essentially treating the free variables in the
goal as existential orflexible. That this works is due to the strong soundness of Horn rules.The
only difference to the usual first-order setting of Prolog is that we permit instantiation of schemes
by syntactic context functions, which requiressecond-order unification. We refer the reader to
[33] for more details on higher-order unification and the proof theory of higher-order Horn logic.

3. Milner’s Axiomatisation

For direct reference and to motivate our investigations, webriefly recall Milner’s original ax-
iomatisation [30]. To begin with, any algebraic axiomatisation of equality depends on the logical
rules of reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity and congruence of equality. These rules, calledRefl,
Sym, Tran andCong, are seen in the top part of Table 1. The algebraic structure of summation+
and0 is captured by the equational axioms of commutativityS1, associativityS2, idempotence
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Table 1: The equational theoryM0 of finite processes

Equality

Refl
–

x = x
Sym

x1 = x2

x2 = x1
Tran

x1 = x2 x2 = x3

x1 = x3
Cong

x1 = x2

z(x1) = z(x2)

Sums

S1
–

x1 + x2 = x2 + x1
S2

–
(x1 + x2) + x3 = x1 + (x2 + x3)

S3
–

x+ x = x
S4

–
x+ 0 = x

τ-Laws

T1
–

α. τ. x = α. x
T2

–
x+ τ. x = τ. x

T3
–

α.x2 + α.(x1 + τ.x2) = α.(x1 + τ.x2)

S3 and neutralityS4. The τ-laws T1, T2 andT3 express the special properties ofτ-prefixes
under observational abstraction. LetM0 be the finite rank-1 Horn theory of Table 1. Here, allx
and xi are process variables,z is a schematic variable of rank 1,α is an arbitrary action and
a stands for an action different fromτ. Strictly speaking, for finite axiomatisation,a andα must
be read as special forms of action variables.

Theorem 3.1 (Hennessy/Milner 1985). M0 is sound and complete for≅ in the fragment ofµ-
freeprocesses.

M0 is anequational axiomatisationof rank 0 since allnon-logicalrules inM0 areaxioms
in rank 0. The fact that the logical rulesSym, Tran andCong are Horn rules is conventionally
ignored. In order to classify an algebraic theory as ‘equational’, all that matters is that thenon-
logical part consists of equational axioms. As an aside, note that rule Cong has rank 1 but can be
replaced by a finite number of rank 0 rules if each operator of the algebra is treated separately.

Table 2: The classicµ-laws

µ-Laws R1
—

µx. z(x) = z(µx. z(x))
R2

y = z(y)
y = µx. z(x)

zguarded context

According to Thm. 3.1, the theoryM0 is fine for finite processes. But what about regular
processes involving recursion? As is well known, there is nopurely equational axiomatisation
for strong bisimulation onµ-expressions [12, 36]. It has been conjectured [36, Sec.4.4, p.79] that
there is none for observational congruence≅ either. Our result below (Thm. 5.8) confirms this
for rank 1 equations if we exclude the non-Horn congruence rule C4. All known axiomatisations
for regular processes and the recursion operatorµ involve Horn rules in addition toC4. The
simplest such rules are the classic butimpureµ-laws of Milner, Bergstra and Klop depicted in
Table 2.

Rule R1 is known asµ-unfolding. It is related toβ-reduction in theλ-calculus in that it
captures the operational meaning ofµ as recursive substitution. The other rule is theµ-folding
rule R2 which expresses a form of extensionality similar toη-reduction in theλ-calculus and
is instrumental for unique fixed point induction. Many axiomatisations of process algebras on
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µ-expressions use these two rules or variations thereof.R1 is also called theRecursive Definition
PrincipleandR2 theRecursive Specification Principle[8] (see also [7]).

Theorem 3.2 (Milner 1989). Mg = M0 ∪ {R1,R2} is sound and complete for≅ in the fragment
of guardedprocesses.

The completeness Thm. 3.2 (and likewise many similar results in the literature) has two de-
ficiencies. Firstly, it only holds for guarded processes and, secondly,Mg is not a pure equational
Horn theory because of the guardedness side-condition in rule R2.

To see that soundness ofR2 depends on guardedness, consider the instantiationθ defined
by θ(y)=df τ. a. 0 and θ(z)=df τ. $1. Then, the premise ofR2 is valid sinceθ(y) ≡ τ. a. 0 ≅

τ. τ. a. 0 ≡ τ. θ(y) ≡ θ(z(y)). On the other hand, the conclusion ofR2 is false becauseθ(y) ≡
τ. a. 0 6≅ µx. τ. x ≡ θ(µx. z(x)). Thus, the instantiation ofz with the unguarded contextθ(z)
would renderR2 unsound.

Table 3: Milner’s fair abstraction axioms to eliminate unguardedness

Fair Abstraction

R3
—

µx. (x+ z(x)) = µx. z(x)
R4

—
µx. (τ.x+ z(x)) = µx. τ.z(x)

R5
—

µx. (τ.(x+ z1(x)) + z2(x)) = µx. (τ.x+ z1(x) + z2(x))

The restriction of Thm. 3.2 to guarded processes is not necessarily a serious problem in
practice since this fragment is expressive complete: everyregular (finite-state) behaviour up to≅
can be represented by a guarded process and is thus covered byMg. Indeed, a second contribution
of Milner [30] was to show that adding the threefair abstractionaxioms (cf. Table 3) yields it
possible to transform every unguarded process into a guarded one.

However, closer inspection of Milner’s proof reveals that elimination of unguardedness makes
use of the congruence rule for recursion

C4
z1(x) = z2(x)

µx. z1(x) = µx. z2(x)

which is not a Horn rule as pointed out in Sec. 1. To see thatC4 is not strongly sound, consider
the instantiation

θ(z1)=df a. ($1 + τ. 0) θ(z2)=df a. τ. 0 + $1 θ(x)=df 0.

Then, the premise ofC4 is valid underθ since

θ(z1(x)) = a. (0 + τ. 0) ≅ a. τ. 0 + 0 = θ(z2(x)).

Yet, the conclusion ofC4 is false because

θ(µx. z1(x)) ≡ µx. a. (x+ τ. 0) 6≅ µx. (a. τ. 0 + x) ≡ θ(µx. z2(x)).

RuleC4 is only weakly soundand thus transcends the realm of Horn logic. Using rules likeC4
means that we can no longer identify process variables and logical variables, which effectively
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blocks Prolog-style SLD resolution. This prevents the standard assumption that substitutions can
be pushed to the leaves of the proof tree. Moreover, reasoning about closed terms involves open
terms, which is proof-theoretically not conservative. Many axiomatisations forµ-expressions in
the literature tacitly employ the congruence ruleC4 as part of ‘standard’ equational reasoning.
However, when it comes to drawing the line between Horn theories and general theories, it is
important to make this dependency explicit. For instance, it is interesting to note thatC4 is not
actually required for completeness in the guarded fragment. Indeed, the proof of Thm. 3.2 as
given by Milner only needs congruence in the form of ruleCong (cf. Table 1) which is Horn.

Regarding the deficiencies of the classical axiomatisations such as Milner’s, our question of
Sec. 1 may now be refined as follows:

• Is there a complete and pure Horn theory for≅ in the fragment of guarded processes, i.e.,
can the side condition ofR1 be handled equationally?

• Is the non-Horn congruence ruleC4 necessary to eliminate unguardedness?

In the remainder of this article, we answer the first questionto the positive and present results
suggesting that the answer to the second question is negative. In the next section we show that
the impure side condition ofR2 can indeed be eliminated without losing completeness in the
sense of Thm. 3.2, by a judicious reformulation of Milner’s axioms. Thereafter, in Sec. 5, we
prove that it is not possible to extend Milner’s axiomatisation without C4 by finite equational
axioms such asR3, R4 or R5, so as to become complete for unguarded processes. We also show
that the same is true for Bloom/Ésik’s axiom system which is reported by Sewell to be a pure
Horn theory for strong bisimulation and observational congruence.

4. A Pure Horn Axiomatisation for Extensional Processes

The side condition “zguarded context” in Milner’s ruleR2 (cf. Table 2) can be eliminated in
pure equational Horn logic, provided we are prepared to re-interpret equations so that they only
relateextensionalprocesses. These processes are defined using the notion of visibility.

The syntactic relationp⊲ of weak visibilityis the least relation that satisfies the rulest p⊲ t and,
if t p⊲ r, thent + u p⊲ r, u + t p⊲ r, τ.t p⊲ r andµy. t p⊲ r{µy. t/y}. Intuitively, t p⊲ r states thatr
occurs weakly unguarded int. Note thatp⊲ abstracts fromτ-actions unlike the strong form of⊲
in [30, 36]. A process termt is calledextensionalif there is no termµy. u such thatt p⊲ µy. u
andu p⊲ y. Hence, an extensional process term is a process term that cannot engage in an initial
divergence, i.e., an initial, infinite sequence ofτ-transitions. Moreover, every guarded process is
extensional, but not vice versa. However, wheneverµx.t is extensional,x is guarded int.

Example 4.1. The processµx. (a.x + b.x) is extensional and guarded, whereasµx. (a.x + τ.x),
τ.µx. (a.x+ τ.x) andµx. x are not extensional and unguarded. The process a.µx. x is extensional
and also unguarded.

Extensionality is an appropriate weakening of guardednesswhich admits a finite equational
Horn axiomatisation and allows us to reconstruct Milner’s original axiomatisation of observa-
tional congruence as apureequational Horn theory. Specifically, we will modify all rules ofMg

so that they are sound and complete wrt. thepartial equivalence relation≅e, where

p ≅e q iff p ≅ q andp, q extensional.
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Note that≅e is only a partial equivalence relation, i.e., it is transitive and symmetric but not
necessarily reflexive. The reflexivityp ≅e p only holds ifp is extensional. The resulting modified
systemM∗g is pure Horn and such thatp is extensional iff M∗g ⊢ p = p. In particular,µx. t is
extensional iff M∗g ⊢ µx. t = µx. t. Since extensionality ofµx. t implies thatx is guarded int, we
can replace the side condition ofR2 by the equationµx. t = µx. t.

Table 4: Purified equality rules for extensional processes

Equality

Refl1
–

0 = 0
Refl2

–
a.x = a.x

Refl3
z(µx. z(x)) = z(µx. z(x))
µx. z(x) = µx. z(x)

Sym
x = y
y = x

Tran
x = y y= z

x = z
C1

x = y
α.x = α.y

C2
x1 = y1 x2 = y2

x1 + x2 = y1 + y2

The new equality rules are given in Table 4. SymmetrySym and transitivityTran from M0 are
sound for≅e and thus can be taken over directly. The reflexivity ruleRefl of Mg, however, is too
generous. It derives, e.g.,⊢ µx. x = µx. x, yetµx. x is not extensional. Clearly, reflexivity must be
refined so that it captures extensionality. This is done using the three rulesRefl1, Refl2 andRefl3.
Similarly, the congruence ruleCong of Mg is unsound for≅e. For example, if we instantiate
θ(x1) = θ(x2)=df 0 andθ(z)=df µx.(x + $1) in Cong, we could derive⊢ µx.(x + 0) = µx.(x + 0)
from⊢ 0 = 0 (obtained byRefl1), althoughµx.(x+0) is not extensional. Obviously, for soundness
we must make sure that congruence can be used only for extensional contexts. This is achieved
by restricting congruence to prefix and sum contexts with rulesC1 andC2. Both are easily seen
to be sound for≅e.

Example 4.2. Let p=df µx.(a.x+µy.(b.y+0)) which is extensional. We show how to derive⊢ p ↓,
where p↓ abbreviates reflexivity p= p. To this end let q=df µy.(b.y+ 0), i.e., p≡ µx.(a.x+ q).
First, useRefl1 to get⊢ 0 ↓ andRefl2 to get⊢ b.q ↓. From this,C2 obtains⊢ b.q+ 0 ↓ to which
we can applyRefl3 yielding⊢ q ↓. Finally, another application ofRefl2 gives us⊢ a.p ↓ so that
C2 derives⊢ a.p+ q. This yields⊢ p ↓ byRefl3.

Table 5: Purified sum andτ-theory for extensional processes

Sums

S1∗
x2 + x1 = y
x1 + x2 = y

S2∗
x1 + (x2 + x3) = y
(x1 + x2) + x3 = y

S3∗
x = y

x+ x = y
S4∗

x = y
x+ 0 = y

τ-Laws

T1∗
α.x = y
α.τ.x = y

T2∗
τ.x = y

x+ τ.x = y
T3∗

α.(x1 + τ.x2) = y
α.x2 + α.(x1 + τ.x2) = y

The standard axioms of commutativity, associativity, idempotence and neutrality, as well as
Milner’s τ-laws may be rephrased as seen in Table 5, so that they become sound for extensional
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processes. The key observation here is that all axiomsS1–S4 andT1–T3 are equalitiesE = F
which preserve extensionality weakly, in the sense that if one of E or F is extensional then the
other is extensional, too. The simplest way to make these axioms sound for≅e is to rewrite each
of these equational axiomsR into arule R∗ as follows:

R
–

E = F
7→ R∗

F = y
E = y

.

Example 4.3. For instance, the original commutativity axiomS1 would generate the equality
p+q = q+ p for the non-extensional process p=df µx.x and q=df 0. This is prevented byruleS1∗

which requires us to prove the reflexivity⊢ q+ p = q+ p before we can derive the commutation
⊢ p + q = q + p. But the former reflexivity means that q+ p is extensional and thus p+ q is
extensional, too.

The new rules of Tables 4 and 5 constitute a weak extension of the standard equational theory
M0 for finite processes by recursion. It is equivalent toM0 on µ-free processes but weaker on
recursion since it provesp = p for extensional processes only, as shown in Prop. 4.4 below.
The crucial advantage of this, however, is that we can turn the guardedness side-condition in the
µ-laws ofMg into a proper equation.

Our newµ-lawsR1∗ andR2∗ are given in Table 6. RuleR1∗ is derived fromR1 as mentioned
above. It describes thatµx. t is a solution of the fixed point equationx = t. But instead of
generating arbitrary recursion unfoldingsµx. t = t{µx. t/x}, our formulation uses the conditional
form to restrict the unfolding to the cases whereµx. t is extensional. RuleR2∗ mimicsR2 and
states thatextensionalequations have unique recursive solutions. More precisely, if p = t{p/x}
and if the fixed pointµx. t is provably identical to some processq, then p andq are identical.
Hence, ifµx. t is extensional, then all solutions of the equationx = t are equal toµx. t. The
second premiseµx. z(x) = y of R2∗ takes the place of the non-equational side condition “z
guarded context” in Milner’sR2, sinceµx. z(x) = y can only be derived ifz is a guarded context.

Table 6: Purifiedµ-theory for extensional processes

µ-Laws

R1∗
µx. z(x) = y

z(µx. z(x)) = y
R2∗

x = z(x) µx. z(x) = y
x = y

Let M∗g be the system of rules of Tables 4–6. Observe thatM∗g is a finite and pure equational
Horn theory in rank 1.

Proposition 4.4. A process p is extensional iff M∗g ⊢ p = p.

P. For notational convenience let us abbreviate an equationt = t ast ↓ in what follows. The
proof tacitly uses the fact that extensionality can be decided by the following procedure:

• α.t is extensional iff α , τ or t is extensional.

• t1 + t2 is extensional iff botht1 andt2 are extensional.

• µx. t is extensional iff t is extensional andx occurs only guarded int.
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Furthermore,t{µx. u/x} is extensional iff t is extensional, andx is guarded int or µx. u is exten-
sional.

(⇒) We must show that, for every extensional processp, the systemM∗g derives the equation
p = p. We prove a slightly more general statement: Lett be an extensional process term with
at mostx as free variable andx guarded int. We show by induction on the structure oft that
M∗g ⊢ t{µx. u/x} ↓ for any termu. From the special caset ≡ p, wherex is trivially guarded,
it follows thatM∗g ⊢ p ↓ whenever processp is extensional. We will leave the reference toM∗g
implicit in the following.

Let t be extensional andx guarded int. We make a case analysis on the structure oft. Observe
that t cannot be variablex sincex is assumed to be guarded. Also, by assumption,t cannot be
any other variable. Thus, we only need to consider the cases of nil, prefix, sum and recursion:

• If t ≡ 0, we provet ↓ by way of ruleRefl1.

• Supposet ≡ a.t′. Then, we use ruleRefl2 to derivea.t′{µx. u/x} ↓ as desired.

• If t ≡ τ.t′, thenx must be guarded int′ which must be extensional. By induction hypothe-
sis, there is a derivation oft′{µx. u/x} ↓. Using ruleC1 yieldsτ.t′{µx. u/x} ↓.

• If t ≡ t1 + t2, then x is guarded int1 and t2, which are both extensional. By induction
hypothesis, there are derivations fort1{µx. u/x} ↓ andt2{µx. u/x} ↓. From these we obtain
t1{µx. u/x} + t2{µx. u/x} ↓ by ruleC2.

• Finally, consider the caset ≡ µy. t′. We must show that (µy. t′){µx. u/x} ↓ is derivable,
where we may assume thaty is not free inuandx . y. Sincet is extensional,y is guarded in
t′ andt′ is extensional. This implies that the recursive unfoldingt′{µy. t′/y} is extensional.
Also, the assumption thatx is guarded int means that it is guarded int′ and thus also
in t′{µy. t′/y}. The induction hypothesis now yields a derivation oft′{µy. t′/y}{µx. u/x} ↓.
Since

t′{µy. t′/y}{µx. u/x} ≡ t′{µx. u/x}{µy. t′{µx. u/x}/y},

a suitable instantiation of ruleRefl3 obtains a derivation ofµy. t′{µx. u/x} ↓, as desired.

(⇐) Again, we prove a slightly more general statement. For all termst, u and processes
q, if ⊢ t{µx. u/x} = q or ⊢ q = t{µx. u/x}, thent{µx. u/x} is extensional. This is the same as
proving thatt is extensional, andx guarded int orµx. u extensional. Also note that this induction
invariant implies, in particular, that if⊢ p = q then bothp andq are extensional.

Suppose that one of (i)⊢ t{µx. u/x} = q or (ii) ⊢ q = t{µx. u/x} is true. We show by induction
on the structure of these derivations thatt is extensional and that, in addition,x is guarded int
or µx. u is extensional. We consider the last rule that was used to derive (i) or (ii), respectively.
Obviously, the induction hypothesis yields the result trivially for (i) and for all rules in which the
left-hand term in the conclusion equation also appears as the left-hand term or right-hand term in
one of the premises. This is the case in rulesSym, Tran andR2∗. Regarding (ii), the conclusion is
trivially obtained from the induction hypothesis in case ofrulesSym, Tran, S1∗–S4∗, T1∗–T3∗,
R1∗ andR2∗. We verify all remaining cases by individual arguments as follows:

• If any of the cases (i) and (ii) is obtained by ruleRefl1, thent{µx. u/x} ≡ 0 and thusq ≡ 0
andt ≡ 0. Hence,t is extensional andx guarded int.
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• If (i) or (ii) are because of ruleRefl2, thent{µx. u/x} ≡ a.p′ wheret ≡ a.t′ andt′{µx. u/x} ≡
p′. Obviously,t is extensional andx guarded int.

• Suppose that derivation (i) hasC1 as its last rule. Then,t{µx. u/x} ≡ α.p′, and⊢ α.p′ = q is
obtained from a strictly smaller derivation⊢ p′ = q′ such thatq ≡ α.q′. In this caset ≡ α. t′

and p′ ≡ t′{µx. u/x}. By induction hypothesis,t′ is extensional and, ifx is unguarded in
t′, thenµx. u is extensional. But thent is extensional, too, and ifx is unguarded int, it
must be unguarded int′, so thatµx. u is extensional, as desired. By symmetry, the same
argument applies in case (ii) when⊢ q = t{µx. u/x} is derived usingC1.

• Consider that derivation (i) ends in ruleC2. Then,t{µx. u/x} ≡ p1 + p2 and⊢ p1 + p2 = q
is obtained by two strictly smaller derivations⊢ p1 = q1 and⊢ p2 = q2 such thatq ≡
q1 + q2. Substitution distributes with the summation operator, i.e., t ≡ t1 + t2 such that
p1 ≡ t1{µx. u/x} andp2 ≡ t2{µx. u/x}. The induction hypothesis implies thatt1 andt2 and
thust are extensional. Further, ifx is unguarded int, it must be unguarded in one oft1 or
t2, whenceµx. u is extensional by induction hypothesis. This was to be shown. Again, case
(ii) when⊢ q = t{µx. u/x} is obtained byC2, since the last rule is treated symmetrically.

• Suppose either derivation (i) or (ii) arises by instantiating rule Refl3. Then, t{µx. u/x}
≡ µy. v for some process variabley and process termv, and the derivation (i) or (ii), which
is ⊢ µy. v ↓, arises from a smaller derivation⊢ v{µy. v/y} ↓. The induction hypothesis
implies thatv is extensional and further thatµy. v is extensional ify is unguarded inv.
Sinceµy. v cannot be extensional withouty being guarded, we must have thaty is guarded
in v. Consequently,µy. v and thust{µx. u/x} are extensional, as desired.

• Consider that (i)⊢ t{µx. u/x} = q arises by ruleS1∗ which meanst{µx. u/x} ≡ t1{µx. u/x}+
t2{µx. u/x}. Then, there must be a smaller derivation⊢ (t2+ t1){µx. u/x} = q, which implies
that (t2 + t1){µx. u/x} is extensional by induction hypothesis. It is easy to see that this also
implies thatt{µx. u/x} is extensional. As pointed out above, case (ii) derived by rule S1∗,
and all the remaining rules, does not need to be considered. From now on we only deal
with case (i).

• Next, suppose⊢ t{µx. u/x} = q arises from ruleS2∗, i.e., t ≡ (t1 + t2) + t3. Applying
the induction hypothesis yields that (t1 + (t2 + t3)){µx. u/x} is extensional. It follows that
t{µx. u/x} must be extensional.

• If ⊢ t{µx. u/x} = qby ruleS3∗, thent ≡ t′+t′ and this must be from a derivation of the equa-
tion t′{µx. u/x} = q. Now we apply the induction hypothesis to conclude thatt′{µx. u/x} is
extensional, which means thatt{µx. u/x} ≡ t′{µx. u/x} + t′{µx. u/x} is extensional, too.

• If ⊢ t{µx. u/x} = q by ruleS4∗, thent ≡ t1 + 0 and the premise is a smaller derivation⊢
t1{µx. u/x} = q. From here, the induction hypothesis obtains thatt1{µx. u/x} is extensional,
from which we conclude without difficulty thatt{µx. u/x} must be extensional.

• The next rule to look at isT1∗. Here, for case (i), we would havet ≡ α.τ.t′. The induction
hypothesis is applied to a derivation of (α.t′){µx. u/x} = q, implying thatα.t′ is extensional
by induction hypothesis. This, however, means thatt is extensional, too. Moreover, sup-
pose thatx is unguarded int. Then,α ≡ τ, whencex is unguarded inα.t′. By induction
hypothesis, then,µx. u is extensional.
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• Rules T2∗ and T3∗ are handled by observing that whenever (τ.t′){µx. u/x} or (α.(t1 +
τ.t2)){µx. u/x} are extensional, then so are (t′+τ.t′){µx. u/x} and (α.t2+α.(t1+τ.t2)){µx. u/x},
respectively.

• Suppose thatt{µx. u/x} = q has been derived by instantiating ruleR1∗. Hence, there exists
a termt′ such thatt{µx. u/x} ≡ t′{µx. t′/x} and also⊢ µx. t′ = q. By induction hypothesis,
µx. t′ is extensional. Thus,t′ is extensional andx is guarded int′, which finally implies
thatt′{µx. t′/x} is extensional, as desired. �

It is important to note that the statement of Prop. 4.4 is sensitive to the choice of axioms.
Adding axioms toM∗g may yield provable reflexivities for non-extensional processes, while re-
moving axioms may mean that some extensional processes are not verifiably reflexive any longer.

Example 4.5. Adding Milner’s fair abstraction axioms (cf. Table 3) renders M∗g unsound. For
example, we could useR3 to get⊢ µx.(x + 0) = µx.0 by instantiatingθ(z)=df 0. Since we can
also derive⊢ a.0 = a.0 + 0, rule R2∗ would yield⊢ a.0 = µx.0 for instantiationθ′(z)=df $1 + 0
andθ′(x)=df a.0. But⊢ a.0 = µx.0 is unsound. For completeness, let us see how⊢ a.0 = a.0 + 0
is proven: first useRefl2 for ⊢ a.0 = a.0; from thisS4∗ obtains⊢ a.0 + 0 = a.0 and finallySym
establishes the desired result.

Theorem 4.6. M∗g is sound with respect to≅ for all processes, and it is complete for guarded
processes.

P. The proof is a replay of Milner’s proof in [30], exploiting the invariant thatM∗g ⊢ p = q
iff Mg ⊢ p = q and bothp,q are extensional.

Soundness has been argued for above. Specifically, one observes that the side condition of
Milner’s rule R2 is captured by the equationµx. z(x) = y in R2∗. For if M∗g ⊢ µx. t = p, then by
symmetry and transitivity,M∗g ⊢ µx. t = µx. t, which means thatµx. t is extensional by Prop. 4.4
and thusx is guarded int.

For completeness one observes that, by Prop. 4.4 and since guardedness implies extension-
ality, M∗g ⊢ p = p is derivable for every guarded process, and also that all rules of Milner can be
simulated by the associated rule inM∗g.

Thm. 4.6 is an improvement over Thm. 3.2, not because it covers a larger fragment of pro-
cesses but because it removes the impurity in the proof system. It implies that the deductive
mechanism of equational (second-order, rank-1) Horn logicis sufficient to axiomatise recursion
in the fragment of guardedµBCCSP2 processes. Our result shows that the guardedness side
condition can be captured equationally in the form of extensionality. Thus, Milner’s rank-1 ax-
iomatisation – counter to common belief – is essentially pure Horn. Note that neitherMg norM∗g
are complete for unguarded processes. As pointed out before, the restriction of completeness to
guardedprocesses does not affect expressiveness. Many process algebras (see, e.g., [7])and tools
are based on guarded recursive specifications, and it is wellknown that every unguarded process
is provably equivalent to a guarded one. As shown in [30], unguardedness can be eliminated.
However, as we shall see next, this latter property seems to depend crucially on the presence of
non-Horn ruleC4 which is implicit in [30].
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5. Can Horn Eliminate Unguardedness?

We now show that for unguarded processes, neither Milner’s axiomatisation [30] nor Bloom
andÉsik’s axiomatisation (see Sewell [35]) are complete when leaving out the only non-Horn
ruleC4. Moreover, both cannot be made complete by adding a finite number of rank-1 equational
axioms. We first establish our incompleteness result by considering equational axioms, and then
lift it to include the standard recursion rules employed by Milner and Bloom/Ésik.

Our plan is to show that certain sound equations cannot be derived from any finite and sound
equational axiomatisation of≅. More specifically, we apply the standard proof-theoretic diago-
nalisation strategy for proving non-axiomatisability:

1. Find an infinite family ofintensionalequivalences≅n which are strictly finer than≅. Typ-
ically, ≅n would compare some purely syntactic aspects parameterisedin n.

2. Show that every Horn rule that is sound for≅ must necessarily also be sound for≅n, for
large enough n. For equational axiomsE = F, this specifically means that there exists a
boundm with ∀n > m. ∀θ. θ(E) ≅ θ(F)⇒ ∀θ. θ(E) ≅n θ(F).

3. Find an infinite family of processespn, qn so that, for alln, pn ≅ qn but pn 6≅n qn.
4. LetA be a finite theory sound for≅. Then, there is a single boundm such that all rules

of A are sound for≅m+1 according to (2). No matter how largem is, there are processes
pm+1, qm+1 by (3) such thatpm+1 ≅ qm+1 but pm+1 6≅m+1 qm+1. But then we cannot have
A ⊢ pm+1 = qm+1 for otherwise, by intensional soundness (2), we would havepm+1 ≅m+1

qm+1, contradicting the assumption.

Because of the previous section, it is obvious that the processespn andqn will have to involve
non-extensional processes. In fact, we will define these gadgets so thatpn contains aτ-loop of
sizen of a certain shape, called ann-noose, andqn is the equivalent processwithout this τ-loop.
The intensional equivalencep ≅n q then is the statement thatp ≅ q and either bothp andq
have ann-noose or none of them has. This obtains (3) in our case, whichis the easy bit. The
hard bit is to find a suitable notion ofn-noose that is sufficiently robust and syntactically bulky
to force intensional soundness (2). Ourn-noosesdescribed below (cf. Sec. 5.1) will do the trick
for arbitrary rank-1 (and somewhat more) equational axioms(cf. Sec. 5.2) and two specific Horn
rules, Milner’sR2 (cf. Sec. 5.3) and Bloom/Ésik’s GA-Implication (cf. Sec. 5.4).

5.1. Pearls, Shells and Nooses

Our gadgets involve choices between pairwise distinct actionsai , for 0≤ i ≤ n−1, wheren ∈
N. Such a choice can be written in a straightforward way, say asthe processqn=df τ.

∑n−1
i=0 ai .0,

or expressed in a more complex manner through a recursive maze ofτ-transitions, each of which
postpones the choice without preempting any of the actionsai . An example forn = 3 is seen in
Fig. 1. The processq3=df τ.(a0.0+a1.0+a2.0) offers an initial choice of observable actionsa0, a1,
a2 that is delayed by a single unobservableτ, while the processp3=df µx0. (a0.0 + τ. µx1.(a1.0 +
τ.(a2. 0 + τ.x1 + τ.x0))) does the same by wrapping up the observable actions inside two nested
τ-loops. Obviously,p3 ≅ q3.

Suppose we are trying to generatep3 through matching with a process schemeG, i.e., to find
an instantiationθ such thatp3 ≡ θ(G). Each such choice ofF andθ decomposesp3 into fragments
that are instantiated throughθ and other parts that come from schemeG. In particular, consider
the two inner nodes in the syntax graph ofp3 (cf. Fig. 1) from which the transition arrowsa1

anda2, respectively, emanate. These nodes correspond to the subexpressionst13 =df µx1.(a1.0 +
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Figure 1: Two equivalent ways of presenting an initial choice of actionsa0, a1 anda2.
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Figure 2: The two inner nodes are inseparable under rank-1 unification.

τ.(a2. 0+ τ.x1 + τ.x0)) andt23 =df a2. 0+ τ.x1 + τ.x0. Note thatt23 has two free variables,x0 andx1,
corresponding to the fact thatt23 is part of twoτ-loops. This means that if we wanted to separate
t23 from t13 in a syntactic decompositionp3 = θ(G) so thatt23 is introduced byθ andt13 is part of
G, then schemeG must contain at least one schematic variable of rank 2 or higher in order to
break away the introduction of the two recursion variablesµx0 · · ·µx1 · · · which are to remain in
G, from the use of these variables in nodet23 which is to be instantiated byθ. To put it the other
way round: if we restrict schemeG to have at most rank 1, then we can assume that nodest13
andt23, and thus the innerτ-loop, are inseparable: either they are both inG or arise both fromθ.
This is indicated in Fig. 2 on the left. The inner loop, which is abbreviated asE3

2 =df µx1.($1 +
τ.($2 + τ.x1 + $3)), behavesatomicallyunder rank-1 matching. However, if this contextE3

2 is
never broken apart in the (rank-1) handling of processp3 ≡ µx0. (a0.0 + τ.E3

2[a1.0, a2.0, τ.x0]),
then we might just as well replace the contextE3

2 by a rank-3 variablez as shown by the process
schemeS3 in the right of Fig. 2. Assuming thatE3

2 is preserved wholesale in all manipulations of
p3 is the same as saying that all syntactic manipulationsp3 7→ p′3 7→ p′′3 7→ · · · can be factorised
into transformationsS3 7→ S′3 7→ S′′3 7→ · · · and afixed instantiationξ3(z) = E3

2 such that
p3 ≡ ξ3(S3), p′3 ≡ ξ3(S′3) andp′′3 ≡ ξ3(S′′′3 ), etc. The presence of structures likeS3 will be our
syntactic invariant to achieve intensional soundness. We will call p3 a 3-nooseandS3 a 3-shell.
From the generalisation to arbitrarypn andSn, we will obtain our intensional equivalence≅n.

Our termspn are constructed from the following familyEn
k of context expressions, indexed
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by k ≥ 0 andn ≥ max(k, 1):

E1
0 =df $1

Ei+2
0 =df $1 + Ei+1

0 [$2, . . . , $(i+2)]
Ei+1

j+1 =df µxi− j .($1 + τ.Ei+1
j [$2, $3, . . . , $(i+1), xi− j ]),

wherex0, x1, . . . , xn are pairwise distinct process variables. EachEn
k is closed and of rankn with

k bound variablesxn−k, xn−k+1, . . . , xn−1. For example,

E3
3 ≡ µx0. ($1 + τ.E3

2[$2, $3, x0])
≡ µx0. ($1 + τ. µx1. ($2 + τ.E3

1[$3, x0, x1]))
≡ µx0. ($1 + τ. µx1. ($2 + τ. µx2. ($3 + τ.E3

0[x0, x1, x2])))
≡ µx0. ($1 + τ. µx1. ($2 + τ. µx2. ($3 + τ. (x0 + (x1 + x2))))).

Note that this definition ofEn
k deviates slightly from the structure of what we have calledE3

2
above and represented in Figs. 1 and 2. The generalisation here is technically more convenient
but cannot be depicted as easily.

Consider the sequence ˜a=df a0.0, a1.0, . . . , an−1.0 for whichEn
n[ã] ≅ qn. However, as we will

see, no finite (rank-1) axiomatisation can deriveEn
n[ã] = qn for everyn. The reason is that the

syntactic structure of theEn
k is judiciously chosen in such a way that they behave atomically under

second-order syntactic matching. More specifically, in every solution of an equationw(ỹ) = En
k[z̃]

for a rank-m variablew and process variables ˜y = y1, y2, . . . , ym and z̃ = z0, z1, . . . , zn−1, the
contextEn

k must either be contained wholesale inw or in someyi , rather than be split acrossw
andỹ. This is made precise by the following proposition (for its proof see [27]):

Proposition 5.1. Let θ be a free instantiation such thatθ(w)[θ(ỹ)] ≡ En
k[Ũ] for rank-m variable

w, process variables̃y = y1, y2, . . . , ym and schemes̃U = U0,U1, . . . ,Un−1. Then, either there
exists i withθ(yi) ≡ En

k[Ũ], or rank m contexts̃V = V0,V1, . . . , Vn−1 such thatθ(w) ≡ En
k[Ṽ] and

Vi [θ(ỹ)] ≡ Ui , for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

Example 5.2. Let us consider how the expression E3
2[a1.0, a2.0, x0] may be matched against the

pattern w(ỹ) with some instantiationθ, i.e.,

θ(w)[θ(ỹ)] ≡ µx1. (a1.0 + τ. µx2.(a2.0 + τ. (x0 + (x1 + x2)))) .

Recall E3
2[a1.0, a2.0, x0] E E3

3[ã], and further assume thatθ is free for E3
3[ã], i.e., θ(w) must

not have variable x0 free. This means that E32[a1.0, a2.0, x0] cannot be generated from a rank-
0 pattern w. In rank1, there is exactly one non-trivial solution to match the pattern w(y),
namelyθ(w)=df E3

2[a1.0, a2.0, $1] and θ(y)=df x0. Here, ‘non-trivial’ means thatθ(w) uses at
least one call-back but is not identical to it. There are morepossibilities for the rank-2 pattern
w(y1, y2). One of these isθ(w)=df E3

2[a1.0, $1, $2], θ(y1)=df a2.0 andθ(y2)=df x0. Another one is
θ(w)=dfE3

2[a1.$2, a2. $2, $1], θ(y1) =df x0 andθ(y2)=df 0. The picture is similar for rank-3 pat-
tern w(y1, y2, y3), in the sense that the context E3

2 is never broken and the call-back arguments
θ(y j) generate sub-expressions of ai . 0, with the only constraint that one ofθ(yi) must be identical
to x0. Now take a look at E31[a2.0, x0, x1] E E3

3[ã]. This time, ifθ is to be free for E33[ã] again,
there is no way in which E31[a2.0, x0, x1] can match the rank-1pattern w(y). Both variables x0 and
x1 would have to be introduced by the call-backθ(y), which is not possible. Moreover, in rank2
against pattern w(y1, y2), we can find a match by settingθ(w)=df µx2. (a2.0+τ. ($1+ ($2+ x2)))),
θ(y1)=df x0 andθ(y2) = x1.
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The importance of Prop. 5.1 is that, if we restrict a schemeG to have variables of at most rank
m, then in any matchingθ(G) ≡ En

n[Ũ] all contextsEn
k for n−k > mmust either be fully contained

in G or fully instantiated viaθ from variables inG. In other words, under rank restriction, the
En

k behave atomically with respect to second-order matching. In this article we shall explore this
feature of the indecomposable expressionsEn

n−1 to prove non-axiomatisability when using only
rank-1 schemes. We believe that the families of expressionsEn

n−m can be adapted for obtaining
non-axiomatisability with respect to maximal rankm, but leave this question open.

Example 5.3. If we match E33[ã] against a scheme G to find an instantiationθ (free for G) so
that θ(G) ≡ E3

3[ã], then, depending on G, either the context E3
3 is fully contained in G, or some

context E3
k, for 0 ≤ k ≤ 3, is fully introduced byθ. An example of the first kind would be

G=df E3
3[y0, a1. y1, a2. y1], θ(y0)=df a0.0 and θ(y1)=df 0. Because of what has been discussed

above, if E3
k, for k = 1, 2, 3, is to be introduced byθ, we need a variable of rank at least

3 − k. For instance, G=df y andθ(y)=df E3
3[ã] would introduce E33 wholesale using a rank-0

variable. Further, G=df µx0. (a0.0 + τ.w(x0)) andθ(w)=df E3
2[a1.0, a2.0, $1], where w has rank

1, or G=df µx0. (a0.0 + τ. µx1.w(x1, x0)) with θ(w)=df a1.0 + τ.E3
1[a2.0, $2, $1] for rank 2, are

solutions introducing E32 and E3
1, respectively, throughθ.

To obtain our negative results we must generalise the processesEn
n[ã] ≅ qn so that they

become robust against attempts to transform them under equational reasoning for≅. This means
that we need to express their essential structural propertyin slightly more abstract terms. To
this end, letZ be a set of variables of rankn andξZn the instantiation with domainZ satisfying
ξZn (z) = En

n−1, wheren = rank(z). An expressionP is calledZ-pureif P is of rank 0, i.e., a process
scheme, and if it does not contain any variables other than those inZ. An actionai is said to be
i-guardedin P if each occurrence ofai appears in thei-th argumentSi of some sub-expression
z(S1,S2, . . . ,Sn) E P.

Definition 5.4. An expression P is called an n-pearlin shell variablesZ if

(P1) P is Z-pure (and all z∈ Z have rank n).

(P2) In every sub-expression z(S1,S2, . . . ,Sn−1,U) E P, for z∈ Z, U has a free process vari-
able, and all Si are process constants such that Si ≈ ai .0.

(P3) There is at least one occurrence of some z∈ Z in P, and each action prefix ai in P, for
i ≥ 1, is i-guarded.

An expression S is an n-shell if P E S , for some n-pearl P, andξZn (S) ≅ qn. A process p is an
n-nooseif there exists an n-shell S such that p≡ ξzn(S).

Fig. 3 depicts an example of a 3-pearlS′3 in shell variablesZ = {z} which is a special case of
a 3-shell. Since the size informationn can be derived from the shell variablesZ we will simply
talk aboutpearlsandshellsin Z. Note thatξZn (S) ≅ qn implies that shellsS can only contain
observable actionsai for i < n, and can at most have free variables inZ.

5.2. Nooses Are Equationally Hard

By definition, everyn-noosep satisfiesp ≅ qn. The converse does not hold. Since nooses mix
semantic and syntactic properties, they are in general not preserved by observational congruence.
For instance,E2

2[a0.0, a1.0] is a 2-noose with shell (and pearl)S ≡ µx0. (a0.0 + τ. z1(a1.0, x0))
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Figure 3: Example of a 3-shell/3-pearl in shell variablez.

and shell variablesZ=df{z1}, while q2 ≡ τ. (a0.0 + a1.0) which is observationally congruent to
E2

2[a0.0, a1.0] is not a noose. In general, everyEn
n[ã] ≅ qn is ann-noose butqn is not. Our

incompleteness result is based on the observation that, althoughEn
n[ã] may be transformed under

equational reasoning, the property of being ann-noose is hard to break up. Once infected by
n-nooses for largen, equational transformations in rank-restricted Horn theories cannot get rid
of them. The reason for this is that such proofs always factorise through shells that must be
preserved by observational congruence. This is the contentof the following two key propositions:

Proposition 5.5. Let E and F be two schemes such thatθ(E) ≅ θ(F) for all instantiationsθ.
Then, E is an n-shell iff F is an n-shell.

Proposition 5.6. Let E be a scheme of maximal recursion depth rd in which all free variables
have maximal rank rk. Suppose rd< 2 and rk < n − 2, or rd < n − 1 and rk < 2. Then,
every instantiationθ such thatθ(E) is an n-noose can be factorised asθ = ξZn ◦ θ

′ for some
instantiationθ′ and rank n variables Z in such a way thatθ′(E) is a shell in shell variables Z.

The proofs of Props. 5.5 and 5.6, which can be found in [27], are non–trivial and involve var-
ious auxiliary results about the properties of pearls undersemantic equivalence transformations
and decomposition by second-order unification. However, once Props. 5.5 and 5.6 are estab-
lished, non-axiomatisability is easily argued along the lines given on page 16 at the beginning
of this section. First, we define theintensionalequivalencep ≅n q by the condition thatp ≅ q
and that either bothp andq have ann-noose or none of them has. Second, one observes that any
rank-restricted equational axiomatisation that is sound for≅must also be sound in the intensional
sense for large enoughn:

Theorem 5.7. LetA be a finite second-order equational axiomatisation of maximal variable
rank 1 which is sound for≅. Then, there exists a natural number m such that for all n≥ m,
A ⊢ p = q implies p≅n q.

P. Choosem to be larger than the maximal nesting depth of recursions (orthe maximal
number of free variables) occurring in sub-expressions of any equation ofA. Since≅n is an
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equivalence, the rules of reflexivity, transitivity and symmetry are sound for≅n. Hence, the
statement of Thm. 5.7 follows directly by induction on the length of derivationsA ⊢ p = q if we
can show that all equational axioms are sound for≅n. To this end, supposeE = F is an axiom
of A andp ≡ θ(E) andq ≡ θ(F) for some instantiationθ. If p is ann-noose, then, by Prop. 5.6
andn ≥ m, there exists an instantiationθ′ such thatθ′(E) is ann-shell andθ = ξn ◦ θ′. Since
E = F is sound for≅, the expressionθ′(F) is observationally congruent to then-shellθ′(E). This
impliesθ′(F) is ann-shell by Prop. 5.5, whenceθ(F) ≡ ξn(θ′(F)) ≡ q is ann-noose. This proves
p ≅n q. �

Finally, take the family of processespn=df En
n[ã]. Then, for any natural numbern, we have

pn ≅ qn. Sincepn is ann-noose butqn is not, by Thm. 5.7, the sound equationpn = qn, for
large enoughn, is not derivable in any finite rank-1 equational axiom system. In other words,
any finite system of second-order equational axioms of maximal variable rank 1 cannot be both
sound and complete for≅. This corollary to Thm. 5.7 is in itself not surprising sinceit is already
known, e.g., from the work of Sewell [36], that pure equational logic is insufficient to axiomatise
(strong) bisimulation onµ-expressions finitely. However, it is an open problem whether ≅ can be
finitely axiomatised in the more powerful setting of equational Horn logic. As we have seen in
Sec. 4, this is indeed possible for the guarded fragment.

In the following we use Thm. 5.7 to derive two negative results, showing that the two well-
known Horn-rules considered in [30] and [10] are incomplete. This is because these rules main-
tain the intensional equivalence≅n.

5.3. Milner’s RuleR2

Consider Milner’s only rule, the folding ruleR2 of rank 1, whose soundness depends on a
guardedness side condition:

R2
y = z(y)

y = µx. z(x)
zguarded

Theorem 5.8. There is no finite rank1 equational extension of Milner’sR2 rule, which is sound
and complete for≅ on unguarded processes.

The upshot of Thm. 5.8 is that the congruence ruleC4 of Milner’s original proof system,
which is not a Horn rule, cannot be replaced by any number of rank-1 equational axioms without
losing completeness on unguarded processes. However, as wehave seen in Sec. 4, there is a pure
and complete Horn theory for the guarded fragment.

P. We may assume that any application ofR2 instantiates schematic variablez with a non-
trivial guarded context, i.e., in which its argument is called behind observable actions. For any
instantiation ofR2 in whichθ(z) does not invoke its argument (i.e., does not use call-back$1) we
haveθ(z)[p] ≡ θ(z), for anyp. One can thus deriveµx. θ(z)[x] = θ(z) via the unfolding ruleR1,
and from there obtain the conclusionθ(y) = µx. θ(z)[x] via standard equational reasoning from
the premiseθ(y) = θ(z)[θ(y)]. In other words,R2 becomes redundant for trivial instantiations.
Assumingθ(z) contains$1 we show thatR2 can never produce in its conclusion a term that is an
n-noose, for anyn ≥ 1.

SupposeR2 is used with instantiationθ such thatθ(y) is an n-noose. By soundness, we
would haveµx. θ(z)[x] ≅ θ(y) ≅ θ(z)[θ(y)]. However, this cannot be true. The argumentθ(y) of
θ(z) is guarded by an observable action, sayb, so that the right-hand sideθ(z)[θ(y)] has all noose
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Figure 4: GA-Implication.

actionsai of the argumentθ(y) accessible behindb. However, the processθ(y) on the left-hand
side, being ann-noose and thus observationally congruent toqn, does not perform two actions in
sequence. Thus,R2 is never applicable wheny is instantiated with a process that is ann-noose.

Now suppose thatR2 is instantiated so thatθ(µx. z(x)) ≡ µx. θ(z)[x] is ann-noose. Sinceθ(z)
must have a guarded call-back, this recursion would be able to perform an infinite sequence of
actions, which is not possible for nooses. Hence,R2 is sound for≅n, from which Thm. 5.7 yields
Thm. 5.8. �

5.4. Bloom/Ésik’s “GA-Implication” Rule
The equational theory of iteration has been studied intensively by Bloom andÉsik, both

universally and for special cases such as processes modulo trace equivalence, simulation preorder
and bisimulation equivalence. In [11], a range of algebraicaxioms and rules are presented for
so-callediteration theories. These are phrased in the syntax of†-expressionswhich can be
understood as categorical (variable-free) process combinators. These†-expressions generalise
traditional Kleene∗-expressions to represent arbitrary (finite) branching structures. Therefore,
†-expressions are adequate for bisimulation-style processsemantics and equally expressive as
µ-expressions. Specifically, [11] presents a pure Horn theory for †-expressions based on a finite
number of equational axioms and a single rule scheme calledGA-Implication. In his thesis
[35], Sewell translates this system into the language ofµ-expressions and reports results from
Bloom andÉsik which show that the system is sound and complete for strong bisimulation. The
translation of GA-Implication yields the pure Horn rule

GA
µx.w1(x, x) = µx.w2(x, x)

µx.w1(x, x) = µx.w2(x, µy.w1(x, y))

in two rank-2 variablesw1 andw2. The rule is visualised in Fig. 4. Further, [35] conjectures
that Bloom and́Esik’s theory, together with the usualτ-laws [30], is also complete for≅. Note
thatGA like Milner’s R2 rule introduces one extra recursion binder into the right-hand side of an
equation.

Thus, on the face of it,GA seems to be a way of removing the impurity from Milner’sR2.
However, Sewell’s system still includes the infinitary congruence ruleC4 for µ-expressions.
Hence, Sewell’s rule system is pure but it is not a Horn theory. Indeed, the following result
suggests thatGA cannot be used to eliminate unguardedness onµ-expressions. Again, the reason
is that it preserves large nooses.

Proposition 5.9. If Bloom/Ésik’s ruleGA is sound for≅, then it is also sound for≅n, for all
n ≥ 5.
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By Thm. 5.7, every sound, finite, rank-1 equational axiom system is sound for≅n, for some
large enoughn. Since, by Prop. 5.9, ruleGA still preserves≅n, no finite sound equational exten-
sion ofGA in rank 1 can derive the equalityEn

n[ã] = qn which is not sound under≅n. Thus, the
following theorem holds:

Theorem 5.10. There is no finite rank1-equational extension of Bloom/Ésik’s ruleGA, which is
sound and complete for≅ on unguarded processes.

6. Concluding Discussion and Open Problems

This article studied the logical basis for equational reasoning about observational congru-
ence onµ-expressions. Pure equational logic is too inexpressive for bisimulation semantics on
µ-expressions, while second-order equational Horn logic with its generic rule schemes seems
powerful enough to admit finite axiomatisations. Indeed, itis well known that finite axiomati-
sations for this purpose must employ (second-order) rule schemes [36]. However, this does not
mean that those axiomatisations are necessarily pure Horn systems. Specifically, as pointed out
here, the congruence ruleC4 for theµ-binder is beyond Horn logic.C4 is mostly implicit and
taken for granted; however, it breaks the purity of Horn logic and the straightforward applicabil-
ity of Prolog-style resolution techniques. In particular,it makes the convenient identification of
object-level process variables and meta-level schematic variables (“shallow embedding”) impos-
sible. From the traditional point of view, perhaps, the formal complications due toC4 may be
considered minimal. Still, the question must be asked whether bisimulation-style equivalences
onµ-expressions can in fact be axiomatised in pure Horn logic and thus enjoy the pleasant model-
theoretic and proof-theoretic properties of this rather natural logic setting.

We undertook some important steps towards answering this question. On the positive side,
we showed that observational congruence≅ can in fact be axiomatised in pure Horn logic for
the fragment ofguardedprocesses. On the negative side, we proved that Milner’s rule R2 and
Bloom/Ésik’s rule GA, which are known to be complete in the presence of congruencerule
C4, cannot be finitely extended by rank-1 equational axioms forunguardedprocesses to yield
a complete system for≅ without C4. This does not preclude the possibility that there may be
higher-rank equations or other rules which do the job, though we conjecture that this is not the
case. The proofs for the present results turned out to be highly technical and involved subtle
issues in managing second-order unification. However, the effort is well spent since negative
results in the more powerful setting of equational Horn logic are potentially more interesting
than negative results for pure equational logic.

Our results suggest that pure equational Horn systems are intrinsically limited when dealing
with unguarded processes under both strong bisimulation and observational congruence. For the
latter, however, this is more serious since unguardedness across unobservable actions is nontrivial
when these are generated dynamically from communication (as in CCS [29]) or hiding (as in
CSP [24]). In fact, our work was triggered by failed attemptsto obtain a complete axiomatisation
of observational congruence for regular processes in the timed process algebras PMC [6] and
CSA [14]. In those languages, unguarded processes carry nontrivial semantic behaviour and
thus cannot be ignored in the axiomatisation. If it turned out that unguardedness cannot be
Horn axiomatised, this would exhibit the intrinsically more difficult proof-theoretic nature of
deterministically timed process algebras under observational abstraction.

We believe that the notions of pearls and nooses introduced in this article can be extended to
obtain a negative result for arbitrary rank-kequational schemes. As currently defined, ourEn

k con-
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texts would not survive the so-called “diagonal” or “doubleiteration” identityµx. µy.w(x, y) =
µx.w(x, x) (see, e.g., [19]), which has rank 2. Using this scheme together with rank 1 axioms
µx.(y + z(x)) = y + µx. z(x + y) andµx. τ. z(x) = τ. µx.z(τ. x), as well as a finite list of other
rank-1 equations for reasoning about processes with a single recursion, would be strong enough
to proveEn

n[ã] = qn. However, we conjecture that by re-defining theEn
k to rankn−k so that

Ei+1
j+1=df µxi− j .(ai− j. xi− j + τ.Ei+1

j [$1, $2, . . . , $(i-j), xi− j ]), for j ≥ 0, andEi+2
0 as before in Sec. 5,

En
n[ã] = qn cannot be proved using rank-2 equations. We leave open the general rank-k result

and the more difficult case of equational Horn rules other thanR2 andGA. We conjecture that
the results in this article do not depend on the cardinality of the action set: provided there exists
at least one actiona, we can replace the actionsai by pairwise non-congruent processes over the
single actiona.

Our constructions exploit the interplay between open and closed expressions and the limi-
tations in breaking up recursion cycles imposed by second-order matching using free instanti-
ations. Therefore, our results do not directly apply to†-expressions where congruenceC4 is
subsumed by the standard ruleCong, i.e., p = q ⇒ p† = q†, which is perfectly Horn. Ax-
iomatisability of observational congruence≅ in the categorical language of†-expressions [11]
is a different game that needs separate treatment. The Horn axiomatisability question for†-
expression therefore remains open. To this end, it is interesting to note that iteration theories
on †-expressions require a system of interface types in order tohandle arbitrarily-sizedvec-
tors of terms coherently. This is another form of meta-levelimpurity which involves computa-
tions on natural numbers. Let us indicate this briefly. In thetheory of [11], each†-expression
f has a syntactic typef : n → m expressing thatf represents ann-vector of processes de-
pending onm input parameters. When translated intoµ-expressions, this could be written as
〈F1[x1, x2, . . . , xm], F2[x1, x2, . . . , xm], . . . , Fn[x1, x2, . . . , xm]〉. The daggerf † of f is then-vector
of closed expressions obtained by simultaneous recursion over all variablesµ~x. ~F[~x], which can
be defined by induction onn (see, e.g., [20, p.8], [35, p.23]). An important element in the theory
of †-expression is the so-calledweak functorial implication,

h · g = f · (h⊕ 1p) ⇒ h · g† = f †.

In this rule, the†-expressionsf : nf → mf , g : ng → mg andh : nh → mh, however, cannot be
instantiated freely but must satisfy certain type constraints. Specifically, we must havenf ≤ mf ,
ng ≤ mg, mf − nf = mg − ng, nh = nf andmh = ng. Moreover,h is restricted to so-called
(surjective)base morphisms, which means they are essentially expressions built from variables
only. It is not clear if such side conditions can be put into pure Horn form without extending
the syntax. The translation of weak functorial implicationinto µ-terms reveals that it is really a
generalisation of the congruence ruleC4; e.g., for f : n→ n, g : 1→ 1, h : n→ 1 we get the
following implication between equations:

∀y.G[y] = F1[y, . . . , y] ∧ · · · ∧ ∀y.G[y] = F2[y, . . . , y]

⇒ 〈µy.G[y], . . . , µy.G[y]〉 = µ~x. 〈F1[~x], . . . , Fn[~x]〉 ,

where~x = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉, which reduces precisely toC4 for n = 1. In its general form, the
above implication isimpure, firstly because of the reference to (surjective) base morphismsh and
secondly because of the infinite parametricity in the vectorwidth n which requiresunbounded
rank. Also, due to the quantifications∀y.G[y] = Fi [y, . . . , y] in the premise, the rule isnot Horn.

One of the reasons for why bisimulation equivalence is difficult to characterise equationally
is that it is not a finitary cpo-style semantics. In other process theories, the orderingp ≤ q defined
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by p+ q = q is a cpo in which the operators of prefixα. and sum+ are continuous. These admit
a variation of Milner’s ruleR2 without side-condition, the weak and strongPark Induction[Park
70]:

SPI
z(y) ≤ y
µx. z(x) ≤ y

WPI
z(y) = y
µx. z(x) ≤ y

These rules express thatµx. z(x) is the least (pre-)fixed point ofz. For instance,WPI (SPI) is
sound for trace inclusion and simulation preorder, yielding complete finite Horn theories for
Kleene algebra [26], (inequational) iteration theories [17] and the semi-lattice algebra ofµ-
expressions [18]. In fact, one can show that, if we haveWPI together with monotonicity of
prefix and sum, then unguardedness can be eliminated.

Unfortunately,WPI (SPI) is inconsistent for observational congruence withp ≤ q defined as
p + q = q. To see this, takeθ(z)=df τ. $1 andθ(y)=df τ. a. 0. Then, byT1, θ(z(y)) ≡ τ. τ. a. 0 ≅
τ. a. 0 ≡ θ(y). From here,WPI yields

τ. 0 ≅ µx. τ. x ≡ θ(µx. z(x)) ≤ θ(y) ≡ τ. a. 0.

But τ. 0 ≤ τ. a. 0 meansτ. 0 + τ. a. 0 = τ. a. 0, and thus0 ≅ a. 0 which is plainly false. On the
other hand,WPI and unguardedness eliminationR3 force any partial orderingp ≤ q for which+
is monotonic to be definable asp+ q = q. To see why, we first show thatWPI andR3 imply the
injection p ≤ p+ q:

(p+ x){p+ q/x} ≡ p+ (p+ q)
= p+ q (S2,S3,Cong,Tran).

Therefore, applyingWPI for unguarded contextθ(z)=df p+ $1, we derive

p = µx. (p+ x) (R3)
≤ p+ q (WPI,Tran),

as desired. In the same fashion (using alsoS1), it follows thatq ≤ p + q. Now assumep ≤ q.
Then,p+ q ≤ q+ q = q by monotonicity andS3. Since bothq ≤ p+ q andp+ q ≤ q, we obtain
p+q = q because≤ is a partial ordering. Vice versa, ifp+q = q thenp ≤ p+q = q by injection,
which was to be shown. All in all, it seems thatWPI andR3 are incompatible with observational
congruence when the operators are monotonic. This raises the question: is there a preorder≤
for observational congruence so that+ is non-monotonic whileWPI is sound? If so, can≤ then
be axiomatised in Horn logic? This seems unlikely in the faceof results like those of [25] on
fully-abstract cpo-style denotational semantics for≅, which show that such denotational models
involve ideal completions on finite observations which are not finitary in the original syntax.
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